We describe research on the validity of a new theoretical framework and scoring methodology, called STAGES, for sentence completion tests of meaning-making maturity or complexity (also called ego development or perspective-taking capacity). STAGES builds upon research on the substantially validated Washington University Sentence Completion Test of Jane Loevinger as updated by Susanne Cook-Greuter. STAGES proposes an underlying structural explanation for the Cook-Greuter system based on three dimensions. Two of these are polar factors: individual/collective, and passive/active; and the third is a categorization of the sophistication of the types of objects referred to (i.e. as concrete, subtle/abstract, or "metaware"). We describe two validation studies for the STAGES scoring method and model. The first is a replication study of concurrent validity, using 73 inventories to test the hypothesis that the STAGES scoring method replicates the Cook-Greuter scoring method. Using the weighted Kappa statistic, we demonstrate a very strong match between the two methods, confirming the first hypothesis. This study includes levels up to and including Strategist (i.e. a substantial percentage of testtakers from most populations). Levels above Strategist were validated using another method because (1) there is less Cook-Greuter data available at these levels, and (2) the two scoring methods diverge sufficiently, making comparison difficult. The second study, of 71 inventories, attempts to validate the STAGES scoring method at levels above Strategist by testing the inter-rater reliability among four scorers. The inter-rater reliability above Strategist, using the weighted Kappa statistic, was found to be moderate to substantial, indicating that the instrument and scoring method has internal validity for these four, rare higher levels. Additionally, the inter-rater reliability over all STAGES levels were found to be very strong.
Introduction
Among scholars and pundits who analyze global trajectories in human capacities, there is increasing calls for two types of skills: the socalled "soft" skills of social/emotional intelligence and self-knowledge and the complex higher-order thinking skills for responding to "volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity" (VUCA, or "wicked problems") (see McChrystal et al., 2015; Conklin, 2005) . Though these skill sets can be understood separately, they are also closely related, primarily because the interpersonal skills required in the workplace and the social mastery involve significant complexity and uncertainty in the social domain. For instance, literature on 21st Century education and workforce development calls for self-reflective and critical thinking skills, communication and empathy skills, multi-stakeholder perspective consideration, robustness within paradox and uncertainty, and understanding of systems and networks (NSTA, 2011; Clark et al., 2009; Scardamalia et al., 2012) , while a similar set of skills has been suggested to be a requisite for robust citizen participation in democracies (Muhlberger and Weber, 2006; Rosenberg, 2007; Murray, 2017) .
Assessing these human capacities is a crucial aspect of supporting their growth in individuals and in society as a whole. Valid assessments should be derived from sound psychological theories. There are numerous theories and frameworks addressing the large set of capacities mentioned above. Our work centers on "construct-developmental" theories of human meaning-making, self-understanding, and perspectivetaking. The contemporary understanding of human psychology acknowledges that adults can psychologically and cognitively change and grow over their lifespan, not only in terms of storing new memories, the developmental trajectory (p. 72-76) , as a trajectory pattern for the developmental structure of the ego developmental scale which was missing until that point.
She also verified a new later stage (Construct Aware) and proposed a further stage called Unitive. She streamlined the scoring process, but only for the two new stages, by creating scoring rules for these two levels that apply to all stems. For all of the previous seven levels, she continued to use the WUSC method, which has a different set of exemplars for each stem of each level (plus some general rules intended to cover the rare cases when an exemplar-match cannot be found).
Objectives for the STAGES research
The STAGES model and assessment was formulated to build upon the Cook-Greuter-Loevinger ego development framework. STAGES retains the valuable base of its predecessors with the addition of five objectives to update and strengthen the ego development model and its assessment:
1. Changing the scoring system from stem-and exemplar-based to generic and heuristic-based. 2. Incorporating person perspectives more completely into the scoring system. 3. Developing definitions of person perspective (and thus of developmental levels) that are independent on specific content and word meanings (i.e. moving from a content-based to a structure-based assessment of language). 4. Including a relatively consistent "step" or "width" in the progression of developmental stages. 5. Supporting a deeper understanding and more specific definition of the highest stages of development
The first objective involves changing the scoring from an exemplarmatching approach to a general set of scoring heuristics that apply to all stages and all sentence completions. The standard Loevinger and Cook-Greuter sentence completion projective test has 36 sentence starters ("stems"), such as "Raising a family…" which the test taker completes (e.g. "…is a joy"). Sentence completions vary from a few words to full paragraphs, and sometimes multiple paragraphs. Other versions of the Loevinger WUSC have used as few as 18 sentence starters to more than 36; however, current models use 30-36 sentence starters (Cook-Greuter, 1999; Torbert and Livne-Tarandach, 2009 ). The completed set of sentences from an individual is referred to as an "inventory." Stems are chosen to address a holistic set of life themes (self, relationship, society, work, family, etc.) that, in a sense, triangulate the measurement of one overarching construct (i.e. "ego development") from many perspectives. The 36 scores in an inventory are combined into a total developmental score ("TPR," Total Protocol Rating) for the inventory (see the Appendix for a description of the cutoff method developed by Loevinger) .
A scorer using the Loevinger and CG/L system consults a scoring manual that comprises thousands of example sentence completions organized by stem, stage, and theme. The scorer attempts to match a sentence completion with an example or a thematic example category. If no match can be found, more general heuristics defined for each level (vs. for each level and stem) are used. For the two highest levels, Cook-1 Soft stage theories are descriptive narratives that attempt to explain the observed phenomena, such as how meaning-making changes with age and type of experience. Hard stage theories make stronger claims about the underlying causal drivers of development.
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Greuter's system relies on heuristics in addition to exemplars. A current scoring manual contains 16,000 þ examples, an average of about 50 for each of the nine levels for each of the 36 stems; organized into approximately 10-12 thematic categories for each of the 324 (36*9) stem-andlevel sections of the manual. Though the example-matching method was chosen by Loevinger for specific reasons, it has certain drawbacks. One issue is that matching to exemplars can be tedious and time-consuming. (Though highly skilled scorers, with years of experience, have memorized the gist of most categories and can score most inventories without consulting the manual.) It is also time-consuming to add new levels or sentence starters in such a system, making it less agile and adaptable-it requires the collection and validation of excessive amounts of data to define exemplars and heuristic rules (e.g. see Miniard, 2009 ). Thus our first objective was to recast the entire scoring system in terms of one set of principles that can be applied to any sentence starter and all developmental levels. As will be described, the new scoring system is based on evaluating three dimensions or parameters of language, corresponding to the theoretical model's three "drivers" of development.
The second objective involves incorporating person perspectives more completely into the scoring system. In her update to the Loevinger system, Cook-Greuter attempted to address her notion that Loevinger's model was "lacking an underlying structural logic" (Cook-Greuter, 1999, p. 76) . She corrected this putative lack by tying the developmental stages to a sequence of "person perspectives" (e.g., first-person perspective, second-person perspective, third-person perspective, etc., …sometimes referred to as worldviews) to add a "structural logic." This transformed the model from a "soft stage theory" toward more of a "hard stage theory; " (p. 76, Cook-Greuter, 1999) . The articulation of person perspectives in Cook-Greuter's model served an explanatory and descriptive function at the theoretical level but was not well integrated into the exemplar-based scoring procedure. Our second goal was to fully integrate and extend the person-perspective framework within the model and the scoring system.
A third, related, objective involves generating specific, enduring, and fundamental definitions for the person perspectives that represent each stage that would 1) serve as underlying mechanisms for driving development and 2) capture the developmental trajectory of cognition and awareness. This would firmly move the theory from a content-based to a structure-based foundation, i.e. the scoring method and theoretical model would no longer depend on the meanings of specific words or concepts but would depend on the more complex structural properties of language and reason. Word meaning changes through time, and exemplar-based systems risk losing relevance as culture changes (or they require a painstaking process of semantic re-calibration).
The fourth objective was to have a relatively consistent "step" or "width" in the progression of developmental stages. This would integrate an important property of contemporary Neo-Piagetian models within the original Loevinger framework. The number and demarcations of Loevinger and Cook-Greuter's levels have evolved somewhat haphazardly, based on practical considerations, and do not seem to indicate that each level represents a more-or-less equal "distance" along the developmental trajectory.
In parallel with research on construct-developmental theories of meaning-making (Loevinger and Kegan) is research on developmental theories in the "Neo-Piagetian" tradition that proposed domainindependent underlying mechanisms for the development of any skill or capacity (vs. Loevinger's model of a single, though widely holistic, capacity). The most advanced and well known of these are Kurt Fisher's Skill Theory (Fischer, 1980; Fischer and Zheng, 2002) and Michael Commons' Hierarchical Complexity Theory (HCT, Commons, 2008; Commons et al., 1998) . Fisher and Commons independently proposed and validated surprisingly similar developmental models (which were later integrated through Dawson's framework, Dawson, 2004) . Similar to Loevinger's framework, they describe development in terms of an invariant sequence of levels, but unlike Loevinger who provides empirically derived descriptions of each level, the Neo-Piagetian frameworks propose underlying mechanisms driving development. These mechanisms describe how a level coordinates and transforms the skills or capacities of the prior level. Skill Theory and HCT are designed to assess relatively narrow or specific skills or "lines" of development, while meaning-making development is a more extensive holistic capacity not easily captured by these Neo-Piagetian theories. Therefore, one of our goals was to integrate the principles of the Neo-Piagetian models with the relevant work in the construct-developmental tradition of Loevinger and Kegan. Objective five involves acquiring a deeper understanding and more specific definition of the highest stages of development. Preliminary research had indicated that more structure, definition, and clarity could be added to the top two levels of Cook-Greuter's model. Our group had more data on these higher levels, and we inferred that this territory could be explained better as a "third tier" containing four levels (as discussed later).
We describe our new model and report a successful validation study in the following sections.
2. The STAGES model and scoring methodology
The STAGES model overview
The STAGES model proposes that the levels of the CG/L developmental model can be explained and defined in terms of a small set of underlying properties (or "parameters"), which constitute the definition of each person perspective. Specifically, the developmental level of sentence completion (or any text) can be determined by answering three questions that address three parameters or dimensions: (1) What is the Tier (i.e. category of object awareness)-Concrete, Subtle, or MetAware? This marks the trajectory of one's ability to understand (conceive of) objects of different levels of complexity, abstraction, and/or nuance. (2) Does it foreground Individual or Collective objects? This highlights whether the experience is all about "me" or about "we" (including relationships, groups, or systems as described below). Finally, (3) is the cognitive orientation receptive (simple passive), active (simple active), reciprocal (complex with passive predominating), or interpenetrative (complex with active predominating)? This question marks the developmental progression of increasing levels of complexity within the tier structure oriented to a particular type of object. The first parameter (dimension) has three values (three tiers) and the second and third have two values (Individual vs. Collective and Active vs. Passive); therefore, there are 12 possible outcomes (3 Â 2 Â 2), and thus, there are 12 levels in the STAGES model. These are illustrated in Figure 1 .
These 12 levels correspond to the nine levels of Cook-Greuter's model if three of the Cook-Greuter levels were refined through sub-division into two categories (i.e. some of the Cook-Greuter levels merge a passive and an active part-see the asterisks in Table 1 ). For instance, a sentence about Subtle Individual objects, Passively oriented, is scored 3.0, while text focusing primarily on a Concrete Collective object, Actively oriented, is scored 2.5. Table 1 shows another visualization of these three scoring questions or parameters. The "common name" in the table provides each numerically labeled stage a descriptive handle-it is not used to define the level in the scoring procedure. The sequence of stage numbers represents a sequence of person perspectives or worldviews.
As mentioned previously, one of Cook-Greuter's innovations to Loevinger's model was to start mapping "person perspectives" onto the developmental sequence. Literature in psychology and philosophy elaborates on the nature, function, and development of assuming a first, second, or third-person perspective with respect to an object or event (e.g. Selman, 1971; Habermas, 1990) . The second-person perspective involves stepping outside of the self (first person) to imagine how another individual might perceive/cognize or interpret something; while the third-person perspective involves stepping back even further to observe how the generic or prototypical rational human being would perceive or
Heliyon 6 (2020) e03472 interpret something. This system has been extended into fourth, fifth, and sixth-person perspectives in which each person perspective involves being able to observe the prior person perspective as an object. In the ego development models, it is most suitable to interpret this sequence casually as each person perspective in ego development is associated with, but not completely defined by, the concept of person perspective. Stage 1.0 represents the early first-person perspective; 1.5 represents the late first-person perspective; 2.0 represents the early second-person perspective, etc. Therefore, the "person perspective" framework of Cook-Greuter has been carried forward and extended, first by categorizing early (passive, ".0") vs. late (active, ".5") phases of each person perspective; and second, by extending the scheme up to the sixth-person perspective, and third, by expanding the scheme as required to assign two levels to all person perspectives.
As STAGES was derived from the CG/L model and aims to enhance and extend it, the common names have mostly been mostly adopted from the CG/L model. The "other names" in the table have been provide to help readers familiarize with related models, including those of Cook-Greuter and Torbert, to coordinate the different names given to these levels.
Scoring questions and an example of scoring
Next we provide an example of the scoring method. The first scoring question about the tier (see Figure 1 ) specifies the general type of object one is aware of. By object we are referring generally to anything one can focus one's awareness on and refer to, including physical things, subjective experiences, processes, properties, abstract ideas, etc. Concrete stages apprehend concrete objects of which there are two types. First are phenomena that are perceivable through a direct experience of the exterior senses. Examples include cars, a church, or rules in sports and card games. Second are those same phenomena that one can experience through their interior senses (visualization, interior hearing, and interior feelings or emotions). Subtle stages apprehend more abstract objects, including phenomena that one cannot form distinct and accurate images of, or hear sounds about, or touch as they do with their exterior or interior senses. Examples include brainstorming, reasoning, contexts, complex adaptive systems, models, values, determinism, democracy, and square roots. Entrance into the Subtle tier corresponds roughly to the transition from Piaget's Concrete Operational to Formal Operational thinking and includes abilities in the arena of abstract, logical, and systematic reasoning.
MetAware stages apprehend even more subtle objects such as the capacity to examine one's awareness of concrete and subtle objects to clearly determine the previously assumed constructions of the mind such as word meaning, boundaries, and the reification of time and space. MetAware "objects" are more similar to processes or properties that are perceived to permeate, pervade, or underlie reality or experience. Examples include what has been called witnessing of consciousness or experiencing ideas or identity formation in the mind as it happens (and thus experiencing the emptiness aspect of the self or the meaning-making processes).
2 Fullness is a characteristic as well as emptiness, for instance, experiencing a sense of oneness, life energy, or beauty pervading everything. The second scoring question is about whether the primary object being mentioned is an individual or collective object. Collective objects are relationships, groups, processes, or systems involving two to many individual objects. It is relatively straightforward to describe collective objects in the concrete tier-e.g. flocks, teams, towns, families, etc. (including religions and nations, when experienced in a concrete way). The Concrete Collective level also involves early (concrete) forms of relationally, care, and perspective-taking (e.g. being able to imagine that hitting another person hurts them). Subtle collectives are systems and Note that by apprehending an object (or property, process) we mean a type of experience of it and not a mere intellectual idea of it. One might be able to talk about say, a "cultural narrative" or witnessing awareness as an idea one has learned about in a classroom but to really apprehend, it means one can notice it and reflect on its existence in actual lived contexts.
interrelationships of subtle or abstract things. Examples include apperception of value systems, cultural narratives, ecosystems, family system dynamics, situational contexts, as well as projections, introjections, and complex holistic world-systems. A MetAware collective is one whole that includes, subsumes or transcends, concrete and subtle manifestations. It is perceived as that which permeates or underlies all experience. Such apperceptions can include a sense of emptiness (vanishing) and/or fullness (omnipresence) of the timeless, boundless, and beingness. However, though these constructs might sound esoteric or "New Age," they are intended to describe the verbal behavior of actual individuals in these later stages.
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The third scoring question is about the Passive/Active dimension or, equivalently, determines whether the text is Receptive or Active (for Individual perspectives) or Reciprocal or Interpenetrative (for Collective perspectives). Grammar and sentence structure are used to determine scoring for the third question. Receptive sentence completion tends to use passive language, an active one tends to use active language, a reciprocal one tends to use passive and active language with passive language prevailing, and an interpenetrative one tends to mix/integrate active and passive with an emphasis on active language. Active orientation is also indicated by ownership ("my", "our") language. These grammar and sentence clues, augmented by the meaning in the sentence completions, help the scorer derive a final stage for each of the 36 completions.
It is beyond our scope to provide a full description of each stage or the insights about human development and meaning-making that the STAGES model supports (see descriptions of STAGES in O 'Fallon, 2011 'Fallon, , 2013 Murray, 2017; Integral Review, 2020 in process) .
Applying the Scoring Questions to an Example Sentence. The scoring rules follow scoring principles derived from the three primary STAGES dimensions (with advanced scoring using the fourth dimension, Interior/Exterior, for sub-level determination, which is not discussed in this paper). All text is scored using these same scoring rules. For instance, Sentence starter: "A good child__"; completion: "is a friend." Based on question 1, "Is the response Concrete, Subtle or MetAware?" We determine that this is a completion in the concrete tier because in this context a friend is a concrete person. This eliminates all the stages in the Subtle and MetAware tiers and narrows the choices down to the four stages in the concrete tier.
Based on question 2, "Is the response individual (it's all about me) or collective (it's about a we, us, or system)?" We can see that this is about two people, me and a friend, i.e. a relationship. So, a collective score is required rather than an individual one. This eliminates all the stages that have an individual orientation. This leaves two collective stages to choose from (2.0 and 2.5).
Based on question 3, "Is the response receptive, active, reciprocal or interpenetrative?" (We usually use this wording instead of "Is it Passive or Active?", because, for example "reciprocal" better captures the meaning of Passive-Collective.) As a collective completion, our choices are either reciprocal or interpenetrative. The verb "is" is passive therefore the best choice is the reciprocal quality and we have the final textual scoring of Concrete, Collective, Reciprocal, i.e. 2.0 early second-person perspective or "Rule Oriented" as shown in Table 1 .
In practice, learning the nuances of scoring is more complex than indicated in the example above-one trains for about a year to become a certified scorer for the Sentence Completion Test. Nevertheless, the general principles behind the STAGES parameters can be presented in short workshops to guide an overall understanding of perspective-taking and worldview orientation. Examples of scoring at various stages are provided in Appendix 2.
Combining the 36 sentence completions scores into a final score. Once the 36 sentences of an inventory have been scored using the new scoring system, they are combined into a final score using the "cutoff" values developed by Loevinger and continued with Cook-Greuter. A cutoff is the required number of responses out of the 36 that one must score at or above any level to have a final score at that level. Appendix 1 includes a table showing the cutoff values used in the STAGES method based on the CG/L cutoff values. This method is used because a simple mean (or mode) does not capture the intuitive understanding that the evidence of later level sentences should have more weight in the total "center of gravity" score. 4 2.3. Adding stages to the CG/L system, and defining MetAware stages
In Table 1 the asterisks indicate levels added to CG/L in the STAGES model, and the "Other Names" column helps coordinate between the CG/ L and STAGES levels in case level names differ. Below we describe the differences between the two frameworks.
Early levels. Using the STAGES model lens, it was apparent that the CG/L stage of "Diplomat" was a whole person perspective composed of both early and late phases. Therefore, this stage was separated into two, 2.0 and 2.5, in the STAGES model. Doing so actually revived a stage ("Delta") that existed in the earlier versions of Loevinger's model that was combined with "Diplomat" in more recent versions of the Loevinger and CG models.
Late levels. Cook-Greuter's research (1999) extended the Loevinger stages to include two higher levels of development which she labeled Construct Aware and Unitive. Unitive is a holding category for everything that is above Construct Aware. O'Fallon's analysis showed that the data available at levels above Strategist fit appropriately into the STAGES system which further divides the fifth-and sixth-person perspectives into the early or Passive and later or Active phases of each person perspective, resulting in definitions of the four stages in the MetAware tier: 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, and 6.5.
However, the level definitions in the two systems do not align as well in the MetAware Tier as they do in the lower tiers. The MetAware stages (those above Strategist in Cook-Greuter's model) are the least comprehended (in all models) and researchers have the least data about them. Their definitions, in both models, are thus the most tentative as well as diverge the most between models. CG/L includes two stages above Strategies (4.5) while STAGES has four. The STAGES 5.0 level is primarily the same as the CG/L Construct Aware stage, and the data from CG/L Unitive stage is distributed primarily into 5.5, and 6.0, (however some inventories at 4.5 (Strategist) in the CG/L model have definitions corresponding to 5.5 in STAGES). As the two models differ significantly above Strategist, this study uses a separate statistical method for the MetAware Tier. For levels up to Strategist (i.e. tiers 1 and 2), we conducted a rigorous "replication study" of the concurrent validity of the system in comparison with the CG/L system. For higher levels (MetAware or Tier 3), we conducted an inter-rater reliability assessment.
To summarize, when defining the person perspective parameters, it seemed critical to have a measuring stick representing both an early and a late perspective in each stage. Missing in the CG/L system was the early second-person perspective which we retrieved from earlier versions of the Loevinger scale and the late fifth-person perspective and late sixthperson perspective which were not distinctly represented in the Cook-Greuter update. These missing perspectives were intentionally added to the STAGES scoring system to provide an even representation between and across the perspectival stages. That STAGES is based on an underlying structure of repeating patterns (parameters) allows us to predict the nature of ever higher stages, where less data is available-Loevinger and Cook-Greuter's methods are not designed to speculate about stages lacking significant data. Of course, all theory-based speculation must be corroborated empirically.
Method -Evaluating the STAGES scoring system
Now, we describe our statistical validation of the STAGES model, which includes a replication study comparing STAGES scoring to CG/L scoring for Tiers 1-2 and an inter-rater reliability (IRR) analysis of Tier 3 (MetAware) and of all levels combined.
The Appendix "Development of the STAGES Model and Scoring Rules" describes the "grounded theory" approach used to construct the model and the assessment. This section describes the empirical validation of the assessment.
Till date, about 10 individuals have been certified to score using the STAGES model and more are under supervision for certification. The first cohort of four trained scorers participated in the validity study described later in this paper. A scoring trainee must score approximately 100 inventories to learn to score accurately under supervision with feedback. To be certified to score, they must achieve an 85% inventory-level agreement on the final stage score compared to a master scorer. All stages are represented equally within the set of practice inventories. 
Method overview
Beginning with a set of approximately 750 inventories, most of which were scored previously using the Cook-Greuter (CG/L) method, 142 were selected for this study using sampling methods described later. For this study, each of these inventories was scored by three STAGES scorers using random assignment of inventories to four certified scorers (i.e. there were four scorers with inventories assigned such that each inventory was scored thrice). The goal was to demonstrate concurrent validity of the scoring method through a replicability study between the two methods and also to demonstrate consistency of the measurement through an inter-rater reliability method.
6 Additional validity metrics are summarized later, though not detailed in this paper. Because the two systems have relatively different definitions of levels above 4.5, the replicability study was conducted for stages up to and including 4.5. For the purpose of this report, we will call this the Tier 1-2 data set, and the data for levels higher than 4.5 (i.e., above Strategist) will be called the Tier 3 data set (note that this description uses STAGES terminology to classify based on the prior CG/L scoring of the data-e.g. the CG/L model does not mention tiers). Because of the expected divergence in level definitions in Tier 3, for that tier, an IRR (replicability) study was conducted as an indication of test consistency. Note that according to very rough estimates of the general population, Tiers 1 and 2 combined represent approximately 98% of all adults and 92% of all professionals (Cook-Greuter, 2004, p. 279; Torbert and Livne-Tarandach, 2009 ).
7 About half of the 142 inventories were used for the replication study of Tiers 1 and 2 and half for the IRR study of Tier 3.
Data sources
Pacific Integral 8 (PI), an organization whose activities include developmental assessments and the development of educational and social change technologies, had used the Loevinger scale-as updated by Cook-Greuter-for about 10 years before switching to the STAGES model. The entire data available for the project included the following:
At the beginning of this research project, about 750 inventories were targeted from PI's database, gathered from participants who had taken the inventory in PI's "Generating Transformative Change" program along with inventories from individuals and organizations who requested testing through PI. This data had previously been scored using the Cook-Greuter (CG) method. It had been scored by four different individuals, including O'Fallon and Cook-Greuter. Data was randomly sampled from this set using a stratified sampling method as described below. The STAGES model splits the CG/L "Diplomat" level into two levels: 2.0 and 2.5. Considering our comparison of the two systems' scores for these levels, the following aspects are noteworthy. First, in the comparison of the two systems, the inventories' scores as Diplomat in CG/L could be, in terms of STAGES, at 2.0 or 2.5. CG/L Diplomat was mapped to STAGES 2.5 (as opposed to 2.0) because the definition of Diplomat is conceptually more similar to the STAGES definition of 2.5 than its 2.0. This conflation of levels (that some Diplomat 2.5's are "actually" 2.0) would serve only to worsen the statistical (Kappa) comparison. That is, this mismatch does not worsen the validity or magnitude of the research results. Second, though the standard CG/L system does not have a 2.0 equivalent score, in the past, it had a level called "D3" (Delta) that was excluded from the model (i.e. combined with Diplomat) because there was insufficient evidence or theoretical reason to differentiate it from Diplomat within the exemplar data pool. However, archived data did exist from scoring that included D3. An additional set of six archived inventories were obtained from CookGreuter directly that had been scored by her at the "D3" (Delta) level. Third, in the statistical results, we will present comparison statistics for both 2.0 and 2.5 separated and 2.0 and 2.5 combined. As the set of data previously scored using the CG method had very few inventories scored above Construct Aware (5.0), the IRR study of Tier 3 includes 55 additional later level inventories that were not scorable by the CG model rules of the two later levels in her research. They were included in the data set and scored for the first time in the STAGES research study.
All data was in the form of frequency distributions, i.e., the number of sentence completions rated at each level for each inventory.
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Tier 1-2 Study, n¼73. The data available for the Tier 1-2 analysis of replicability and IRR included inventories rated at Strategist (4.5) and below from the PI database in addition to the six D3 inventories 5 The training inventories have been previously scored and agreed upon by master scorers. "Master scorer" is an informal term we use for certified scorers with exceptional experience. The trainees score the inventories with partners and check their work against each other and against the master scores, receiving feedback from several sources as they learn, in a training and certification process that typically takes approximately one year.
6 However, for the clients served and scored by Pacific Integral, the percent scored in Tier 3 is higher, approximately 25%. 7 PI is an organizational affiliation of one of the authors (TO). Since this study PI has split into two companies, Pacific Integral and STAGES International with the latter continuing the practice and research of developmental scoring. mentioned previously. A stratified sampling method, described later, was used to select all the 73 inventories used in the Tier 1-2 study. Tier 3 Study, n¼71. As mentioned previously, as the two systems have relatively different definitions of levels in Tier 3 (5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5) and there were very few CG/L-scored inventories above 5.0 (Construct Aware), an IRR analysis was performed with the Tier 3 data. The Tier 3 analysis used 16 inventories from the original CG-scored database and the 55 "additional" inventories mentioned previously for a total of 71 inventories.
All-Tier Results, n¼142 10 : We also present an IRR analysis for the full data set of 142 inventories, combining Tiers 1-2 and 3. The demographic characteristics of the 142 participants are as follows. The age spanned from 19 to 69 years, averaging about 40. About 45% of the subjects were female (vs. male). Among those specifying education levels (about 80%), 4% were at doctoral level, 40% at master's level (or equivalent), 39% at bachelor's level, and 18% at high school (or not finishing high school) level.
11 Subjects were from a variety of locations around the world (Ethiopia, Germany, France, The UK, Ireland, United States, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Russia, Kosovo, Pakistan, China, Hungary) All the participants spoke English as their first or second language. As well, a variety of professions are represented: (student, lawyers, consultants, psychotherapists, spiritual teachers, high school and university teachers, wanderer, organic farmer, construction workers, CEO's, doctors, project directors, government workers, researchers, coaches, people who weren't working due to disabilities, IT data coders). Some were chosen from a Cook-Greuter database which included prison populations and populations from Mental Health institutions. As has been observed in many prior studies in the Loevinger tradition, average developmental level roughly increased with both age and education.
Data sampling and scorer selection
The method for selecting data for the Teir-3 IRR study was mentioned in the previous section. For the Tier 1-2 method comparison, our statisticians set an ideal sample size of approximately 75 inventories from the full set of 750 to ensure sufficient representation in each of the 32 stratified sampling categories and to have approximately 12 inventories at each STAGES level.
For the stratified sampling, we randomly drew 12 inventories from each of the eight stages, or we drew all available inventories from the stage if fewer than 12 inventories were available. Within each stage, we attempted to balance the number of inventories across the four original CG/L scorers by randomly choosing from each original scorer's collection of inventories. This would ideally result in three inventories for each scorer at a given stage. However, when this was not possible (due to insufficient number of inventories for some CG/L scorers), we selected all inventories from any scorer who had less than three inventories at the given stage and drew the remaining inventories (out of 12) from the remaining scorers.
12 For these remaining scorers, the sample from each scorer was at least three inventories, and the specific number depended on the number of available inventories per scorer. For instance, there were no inventories for one of the CG/L scorers for Loevinger's stage 3.5, but there were at least four inventories for each of the three remaining scorers; therefore, four inventories were sampled from each of the three remaining scorers. This stratification ensured a sufficient representation in the sample (n ¼ 73) across the different stages and CG scorers.
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Selection of the STAGES scorers. Four scorers were selected to perform the STAGES scoring for the 142 inventories used in this research. One was co-author O'Fallon, the developer of the STAGES framework, the only "master scorer" in this study, and the other three were the first certified scorers of the new STAGES system. These three scorers were of varied backgrounds, including a certified counselor, a lawyer, and a business consultant/coach trained in IT. O'Fallon has a background in elementary and special education teaching, school administration, and college teaching. She was the only scorer in this study who had prior experience scoring other developmental inventories-she had scored with both the Cook-Greuter system and the new STAGES system. All four scorers were familiar with developmental models prior to learning how to score.
Therefore, there were four CG/L scorers and four STAGES scorers for this study. All 142 inventories were scored by three of the four STAGES scorers, and each of the 73 inventories in the Tier 1-2 study was scored by a varying one of the four CG/L scorers. 14 The STAGES scorers were randomly assigned to inventories such that two of the three less experienced scorers independently scored any given inventory (about 94 each) along with the more experienced scorer (TO) who scored every inventory (142). Each scorer worked independently scoring each inventory, blinded to the stage assigned by the other scorers. Each scorer was scheduled to score their own batch at about two inventories per week.
Replication analysis of validity for Tier 1-2 data
To establish validity of the STAGES developmental scores, we compared the single CG/L score of each inventory with the scores from the three scorers who scored that inventory using the STAGES model. The level of agreement for Tier 1-2 data was quantified by the weighted Cohen's Kappa (κ) statistic (Cohen, 1968) . Using the Kappa statistic, we compared the STAGES scoring for each of the three scorers separately with the single CG/L score. Furthermore, we also calculated the mean Kappa values across scorers.
Kappa Statistic. The weighted version of the Kappa statistic is commonly used to assess agreement for ordinal variables (such as stages of development). In weighted methods, a greater penalty is assigned to paired ratings whose scores are further apart. Throughout this article, we use the square method of weighting for all analyses when two or more scorers rate each inventory (Cohen, 1968) . The square method is one of the common options for weighting mentioned in the Kappa literature.
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Square weighting also yields a Kappa value equal to the intra-class correlation coefficient under quite general conditions (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973) . For paired ratings of each inventory, we used a weighted Cohen's Kappa statistic, and for multiple raters scoring each inventory, we used the weighted Light's Kappa statistic (Conger, 1980) . The Light's Kappa values can be directly interpreted as Cohen's Kappa values (Landis and Koch, 1977) . All calculations were carried out in R, version 3.0.0 (R Core Team, 2016). 10 It might be reasonable to assume that of the 20% who did not specify an education level, they achieved levels of education lower than the average. 11 Inventories were categorized into a table showing the CG-method scorer (four of them) and the CG score (eight levels through Strategist) for a total of 32 strata. Ideally there would then be three inventories by each of the four scorers for each of the eight levels. Ten of the 32 strata (defined by four scorers and eight stages) had zero inventories available, leaving 22 strata for analysis. 12 Here, STAGES levels 2.5 correspond to CG/L Diplomat, and 2.0 corresponds with the D3 "archived" inventories. Note that this is not a perfect match because the Diplomat inventories will contain both 2.0 and 2.5 because D3 was merged with Diplomat in the STAGES method.
13 O'Fallon, who scored all the STAGES inventories in this study, was also the scorer for 12 of the 142 CG/L inventories. It is unlikely that this overlap had any effect on the study outcomes because these CG/L scorings were done years before the STAGES system was developed, and O'Fallon stopped scoring with the CG/L method once the STAGES method was developed. As is seen later, analysis of the STAGES scoring was done for with and without O'Fallon's scores. 14 The statistical weight by the square method is 1-{(i-j)/(k-1)} 2 , where k is the number of categories and i and j are each the rank order of the categories chosen by two different raters for the same material. 15 A "<5.0" category is needed because although the sample inventories were expected to be at Tier 3, some inventories might have been scored by some scorers at a lower stage.
Using a widely referenced set of labels, Kappa values can be interpreted as follows: κ < 0.0, no agreement; κ ¼ 0.0-0.20, slight agreement; κ ¼ 0.21-0.40, fair agreement; κ ¼ 0.41-0.60, moderate agreement; κ ¼ 0.61-0.80, substantial agreement; and κ ¼ 0.81-1.00, perfect agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977) . We refer to the last category (κ ¼ 0.81-1.00) as "very strong" instead of the commonly used "perfect" agreement since Kappa ¼ 1.0 is the only value that indicates perfect (exact) agreement between the two sets of scores. Previous statistical studies in the Loevinger tradition tended to use correlation statistics (e.g. Pearson's) to compare ratings, but, with the relatively limited number of stages used in these datasets, the Kappa statistics is more informative. Additionally, the Kappa agreement statistic appropriately penalizes a systematic bias of one set of scores versus another, whereas the Pearson correlation statistic remains unaffected by a constant systematic bias.
Method Details. Below we describe three details concerning the analysis.
(1) Scorer #1. O'Fallon was in a unique situation: she was the creator of the model and the most experienced scorer. Moreover, she was the only STAGES scorer who had also studied the CG/L method and who had scored some of the original data using the CG/L method. Therefore, special precautions were taken to calculate results both with and without her STAGES scoring included in both studies (Tier 1-2 and Tier 3). (2) Tier 1-2. The STAGES model splits the CG/L Delta level into two levels: 2.0 and 2.5, complicating the comparison. To account for this, we ran comparisons in two ways: with stages 2.0 and 2.5 combined and with levels 2.0 and 2.5 separated. STAGE 2.0 in the Cook-Greuter scoring was initially recognized by Loevinger (called D3 or "Delta/3"). This stage was eventually subsumed in CG/L under the Diplomat stage because there were not enough distinguishing differences between the two stages and because there seemed to be less data in the D3 stage. The STAGES model not only requires a re-separation of these stages (based on its repeating structure) but also clarifies the distinguishing characteristics of each (i.e. passive vs. active mode). (3) Tier 3. At Tier 3 levels, the correspondence between the CG/L and STAGES levels is not one-to-one. Therefore, an inter-rater analysis for Tier 3 scores was conducted using STAGES scoring only. We performed the Kappa analysis using two different samples of inventories, Set A and Set B. For Set A, we compared inventories rated above 4.5 by any STAGES scorer, and for Set B, we compared inventories rated above 4.5 by all STAGES scorers. Moreover, in running the Kappa comparisons for Tier 3 we combined STAGES scores below 5.0 into one category, "<5.0", resulting in five ordinal categories (<5.0, 5.0, 5,5, 6.0, 6.5). 
Results

Comparison of Tier 1-2 scores between the CG/L and STAGES systems
The estimated weighted Kappa values for the agreement of the CG/L score vs. STAGES score for Tier 1-2 (levels 1.0 to 4.5) are shown in Table 2 . The results can be summarized as follows:
When stages 2.0 and 2.5 were combined yielding seven distinct stages, we found very strong agreement between CG/L and STAGES scores for each of the four scorers (κ ¼ 0.81-0.94).
When stages 2.0 and 2.5 were separated yielding eight distinct stages, we found very strong agreement for three of the four scorers; for Scorer 3, Kappa was just below "very strong" agreement [κ ¼ 0.79].) The agreement was substantially higher for the most experienced scorer (Scorer 1: author TO) compared to the other scorers: κ ¼ 0.94-0.95 vs. 0.79-0.87, respectively (pooling both the combined and separated stage 2.0/2.5 Kappa values). Over all STAGES scorers, mean agreement with CG/L was very strong for both the separated and combined 2.0/2.5 analyses. Over all STAGES scorers excluding Scorer 1 (the most experienced scorer), mean agreement with CG/L was very strong for both the separated and combined 2.0/2.5 analyses.
Inter-rater reliability study of Tier 3 data and for all data
IRR of the STAGES scores for the Tier 3 ratings (5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, including a "<5.0"category) is shown in Table 3 . Stages below 5.0 are combined into a single category, yielding five categories. As mentioned previously, two methods were used where Set A includes inventories for which any STAGES scorer assigned a stage in Tier 3 (n ¼ 71), and Set B includes inventories for which all STAGES scorers assigned a stage in Tier 3 (n ¼ 51) (therefore, Set B is a subset of Set A). The weighted Light's Kappa statistic was used for multiple raters on each inventory. The overall agreement among the raters was "substantial" (ranging from 0.63 to 0.68) for three of the four analyses reported in the Table. The agreement was "moderate," κ ¼ 0.56, for the analysis of Set A with the more experienced Scorer 1 excluded.
IRR of the full model. The IRR among scorers across all 12 stages was very strong whether a) all scorers were included (Kappa ¼ 0.82) or b) when the more experienced Scorer 1 was excluded (Kappa ¼ 0.81.)
To summarize, 1. for Tier 1-2 (stages 1.0-4.5 where both systems have corresponding levels-stages 2.0 and 2.5 combined), the STAGES system yields scores that are in very strong agreement with the Cook-Greuter/ Loevinger system; 2. when the inter-rater agreement of Tier 3 levels is evaluated (STAGES 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, with <5 lumped) , the STAGES scoring system shows moderate to substantial inter-rater agreement; 3. over the entire range of levels, the inter-rater agreement is very strong.
Additional indications of validity and reliability
Though this study focuses on concurrency (replication) and interrater methods to argue for the overall quality of the STAGES scoring 16 All of the statistics are comparing the scorer to the expert. We cannot compare scorers to each other, i.e. obtain a multi-scorer inter-rating, because each scorer's list of final 10 surveys is unique, i.e. they did not score the same surveys.
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method, we can summarize other indications of its validity and reliability, which are described in more detail in Murray and O'Fallon (2020 to appear) . First, we should note that arguments for the validity of STAGES rest substantially upon the strong results of the over 400 studies of the WUSCT mentioned above. Given that Cook-Greuter's system is essentially the same as Loevinger's, with the addition of a level at the top, and that our study shows substantial concordance with Cook-Greuter's method, we can argue that the strong prior findings on the internal validity, face validity, construct validity, and internal validity of the sentence completion test continue to apply (though this ascription is more speculative for the top levels added on after Loevinger, which constitute a small percentage of the population). The face validity of the SCT continues to be demonstrated through the modifications made in STAGES, at least anecdotally, as subjects who use their assessment scores in conjunction with coaching or consulting services consistently report that the measurement both fits and deepens their self-understanding. Also, STAGES has been successfully used as a developmental assessment in about a dozen studies in various application areas, investigating things including organizational change in successful organizations, developmental analysis of women leaders, reflective self-knowledge in health care practitioners, psychological resilience in prison inmates, and assessing the sophistication of climate change understanding (see Murray and O'Fallon, 2020 to appear). Internal consistency. Using a different data set than the one used in the primary study, a set that consists of all assessments scored using the STAGES model over approximately 10 years, we can use both classical test theory and item-response theory to evaluate the internal consistency of the 36 test items. Across 1291 inventories (of 36 items), the Cronbach's alpha statistic is 0.97 (i.e. "excellent", from George and Mallery, 2003) . Analysis of the instrument at the item level using both IRT and Rasch analysis also indicates that the assessment is very robust (Murray, 2020, to appear) . This is consistent with prior research on the sentence completion test at the survey (ogive) level, for versions used by Loevinger, Cook-Greuter, and Torbert (Murray, 2019 ).
An additional indication of the strength of the sentence completion test method comes from assessing the internal consistency of newly created stems (sentence starters). As mentioned above, Loevinger and Cook-Greuter (and Torbert as well) maintained essentially the same set of stems for their studies (once each system was finalized); in part because modifying and validating the scoring procedure to include new stems was quite labor-intensive. Based on this one could argue that the validity of the method applied only to the specific stems used. STAGES, being theory-driven, does not have these limitations, and O'Fallon has developed about half a dozen alternative (or "specialty") inventories in which 6 thematic stems have replaced 6 of the original stems. Internal consistency of these new items always show high internal consistency and high correlation with prior items. For specially inventories on the themes of leadership, education, climate change, and love, the internal consistency of the new items by themselves is in the "good" range (i.e. 0.8 to 0.9), while the entire inventory including the six new stems maintains a very high (.95 or higher) internal consistency (see O'Fallon and Murray, 2020 to appear).
Longitudinal analysis. Using a more recent database, we have also analyzed subjects who have taken the assessment more than once, to derive longitudinal measurements of validity. Evidence that each subsequent test is highly likely to yield a score equivalent or higher than the previous score (i.e. monotonic growth) is considered very strong evidence for a construct being "developmental." Of the 1245 surveys in the database there were 143 that were re-tests, representing 115 clients; 88 of whom had taken one retest, 20 taking 2 retests, 5 taking 3 retests, and 3 taking 4 or 5 retests (the few re-test that were less than 3 months apart were excluded). The average time difference between re-tests was 2.1 years. In this analysis we ignore the time differences between tests (in future analysis we will also factor in retest gap time using multilevel modeling).
If we treat each of the 143 re-tests as an independent event: 38% stayed the same, 50% increased, and 11% decreased. Thus 89% increased or stayed the same. The 11% that decreased is acceptably explained by a combination of factors and "noise" including: rater error, test-retest variability (i.e. that tests taken even on the same day have some percentage chance of differing), or actual "regressions" due to serious life challenges resulting in cognitive or emotional stressors. Gains could potentially be attributed to test "practice effects," but the 2 year average separation makes that very unlikely. That is, these results constitute substantial evidence corroborating prior research showing that the ego development construct is developmental in nature-now shown for the STAGES model.
Many of the subjects entered a program aimed at personal/professional growth (called "Generating Transformational Change" GTC) that included developmental models as part of the curriculum. It is possible that they learned vocabulary that lead to an increase in their (verbal/ textual) SCT score without advancing their deeper "enactive" development. (There does not yet exist research, or assessment tools, or even an adequate theory, allowing one to separate the verbal-only vs. non-verbal components of developmental change). If we focus only on the 47 retests from non-GTC subjects, we still see that only 17% of the retests lead to a decrease in scores, still substantially confirming the developmental nature of the ego development construct (the GTC cohort did improve more overall, with only 8% of retests decreasing).
Finally, we can focus our longitudinal analysis on the third tier (Metaware), which was excluded from our replication study with the L/ CG data for reasons explained above. Here we can add strong evidence for the developmental sequencing of O'Fallon's newly defined highest stages. Of 84 retests in which the score was in the metaware tier, 67% increased, 30% stayed the same, and only 4% decreased-i.e. 96% increased or stayed the same. This is an even stronger finding of monotonic sequencing than that for all three tiers together. The evidence is quite strong that for each metaware stage, it arrives longitudinally in the order expected (i.e. after the prior stage and before the succeeding stage).
Additional Inter-rater scoring. We can look to a different data source to confirm the high inter-rater reliability given in our main study reported in this paper. STAGES scorers are "certified" after completing a training program and practicing their skills until they achieve greater than or equal to 85% correct scoring (as compared with a master scorer) for 10 consecutive inventories in a row.
17 This is for agreement at the inventory level. To obtain an additional indication of the inter-rater reliability of the scoring method we can assess the item-level (stem level) agreement. We have data for the 5 most recently certified scorers (trained over the last three years). Among these scorers, for their final 10 pre-certification scores, the survey-level accuracy (for the aggregate score over 36-times) was extremely high (much higher than the 85% minimum requirement, which may be changed to 90% based on these results). Of the 50 surveys (10 each for five scorers) only one did not have perfect accuracy (the one incorrect result was one level off)-thus the overall accuracy at the survey level was 98%.
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At the item level, agreement was also excellent. The average accuracy was 93%. When taking the average accuracy over their 10 scores, the highest was 97% and the lowest was 88%. Looking at the set of 50 scores, the lowest accuracy was 72%, and the highest was 100% (the vast majority of errors were off by one level). Four of the five scorers had at least two of the ten surveys at 100% stem-level accuracy. This is very strong 17 We use percent accuracy rather than Cohen's Kappa here. When comparing raters, the Kappa statistic may not convey the intended information when accuracy is very high (see Feinstein and Cicchetti, 1990 , RE the "Kappa paradox"). 18 New sentence starters do need to be verified using statistical comparison with existing completions, and this can be done with about 20 inventories compared to the hundreds of inventories required to gather enough data to compile a representative set of examples for the CG/L manual for a new stem (for example, see Miniard, 2009 ).
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Discussion
The STAGES framework adds both a new underlying structured model (with repeating patterns over 12 stages) and a new scoring method (based on general heuristic principles instead of example-matching) to prior frameworks for ego (or meaning-making) developmental assessment. In this article, we have described the model, discussed how it was created, and reported studies demonstrating its validity. STAGES successfully replicates the prior Cook-Greuter/Loevinger scoring system to a "very strong" degree up to level 4.5 (Strategist), and overall, it shows superior IRR as validated with four independent scorers. It contains modified definitions of the highest levels (the MetAware Tier), and we expect these definitions to continue to evolve as we learn more. Furthermore, the model's structural patterns partially mirror respected contemporary developmental frameworks in the Neo-Piagetian tradition (Commons, 2008; Fischer, 2008) , and STAGES serves as a theoretical link between this tradition and the construct-developmental tradition of Loevinger, Kegan and colleagues.
Benefits of the STAGES scoring system
There are several benefits of using the STAGES scoring approach over previous models and methods using the Sentence Completion Test to measure development. First, the STAGES scoring system uses a general set of scoring heuristics that apply to all stages and all sentence completions. Therefore, the new scoring system substantially reduces the effort it takes to change sentence starters when modifying the set of sentence completions in an inventory. With the STAGES scoring system, one can score immediately with a new sentence starter by using the three questions (based on theoretical principles) noted in our methodology. The theoretical principles, once learned, eliminate the need for a manual of sentence completions-a manual that is very time-consuming to create.
19 Additionally, theoretically, it can be used to score text outside the sentence completion paradigm, including arbitrary essay questions or even books. This application is being experimented with but has not been formally evaluated. Moreover, it should only be used to score the developmental level of a particular text production and not to infer the developmental level of a person. Second, embedding the structural logic of the person perspectives and repeating parameters supports clear definitions of each level and deeper understanding of the basic mechanisms driving development both for scoring and for individuals' understanding of their developmental journey. The meaning imbued in the perspective definitions (parameters) support more enduring categories than exemplar categories and they highlight repeating patterns. For instance, 1.0 in the concrete tier provides a mirror for 3.0 in the Subtle Tier and 5.0 in the MetAware Tier. At each of these levels, a new self-identity arises. This kind of upshift arises for each of the four levels in the Concrete Tier, the Subtle Tier, and again in the MetAware Tier. Self-identity, cognition, focusing (attention), and awareness trajectories are measured with these repeating patterns.
Furthermore, if an individual is in a receptive modality in one of the tiers (see Table 1 ), we know that the individual is likely to move to an active modality, e.g., moving from stage 3.0-3.5. Consider another example; individuals operating from an Individual perspective (third or fifth person) will still have their orientation to others grounded in the earlier Concrete perspective (second or fourth person).
Combining the first two benefits, 1. using a general set of heuristics and 2. the heuristic attributes as person perspectives each of which have distinctive but interlocking definitions, -provides a novel and useful way to assess the development of cognition and consciousness.
Limitations of this study
There are many limitations and caveats involved in using developmental models and measurements (e.g. see Stein and Heikkinen, 2009; Murray, 2011) . Reducing human meaning-making to a single ordinal scale ("center of gravity"), though useful in many ways, involves a rather blunt abstraction and simplification. Additionally, such written assessments might favor those who are more verbally articulate (as one might infer from the examples in Appendix 2). Moreover, the definitions and implications of the measured construct (e.g., ego development) are somewhat imprecise-users are advised not to pigeonhole or draw definitive conclusions about the characteristics of individuals or groups measured at a particular stage (Cook-Greuter, 2013; Murray, 2017) . The additional limitations of this particular study have been presented below:
1. The proposed scoring system is a novel one, and this is its first scientific study. More studies are needed to support and extend this research. Typically, it takes more than one study to convincingly validate a new developmental framework. 2. This paper describes the only research on the three later stages (5.5, 6.0, and 6.5) to date (Cook-Greuter's empirical research covered up to Construct Aware, 5.0) with all scores later than that held by a "Unitive" container; further research will be needed to continue to document and verify these later stages and to strengthen replicability as new data is input. 3. The participants for inventories in our data pool (including participants in the Generating Transformative Change (GTC) program at PI, consulting, and scoring contracted inventories for other entities) might have distinctive characteristics that render them nonrepresentative of other more extensive populations of adults; we will need to compare this data set with inventories gathered from other population pools to claim better representativeness. 4. This study validates the STAGES scoring method. The scoring method is intended to reflect the STAGES model and its structural parameters. Therefore, we tentatively claim that the validity of the scoring system supports validity of the model. However, both the scoring manual and scoring skill are complex, and it is possible (though not expected) that scoring involves some decisions that are not direct reflections of the STAGES structural model. A more detailed analysis might thus be required to adequately assert that a study validating the empirical scoring method also fully validates the theoretical aspects of the model.
There is much to explore, and the field is still in early stages in terms of mapping out how people develop into the latest ("post-autonomous," "second tier," or "MetAware") stages of development in human meaningmaking. A theory mapping out a scientifically valid sequence of capacities beyond, say, the Strategist (4.5) level does not imply that it is capable of capturing all the aspects of development beyond that stage. Different theories might emphasize different emergent capacities. There are some indications that O'Fallon's description of development after Tier 2 diverges, slightly but consequentially, from Cook-Greuter's (in part due to distributing data across four stages instead of two) and that the two models disagree on certain characteristics of very late stage development. Without more empirical research of the CG/L model on these later stages, no absolute inference can be drawn. We believe that the STAGES model captures the same territory as the CG/L model with more clarity and explanatory power. Presently, this is a theoretical argument and the empirical question of whether it measures the same phenomena or something slightly different is an open question requiring probably a replication study for Tier 3 (similar to what was done for Tier 1-2). 19 Dissertations that have been done through universities include Prescott University, Saybrook University, and Williams James College. Pending dissertations are being done at Fielding University, and the University of Oslo, Norway.
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Future research
Ongoing and future research using the STAGES model includes the following: 1) Continued verification of the STAGES scoring approach by crosscomparing the data from this study with data from different participant populations; 2) Continued verification of the IRR and developmental progression of the latest levels of development (MetAware Tier) through both additional data collection and new types of populations; 3) We are developing "specialty inventories" that include a subset of stems focusing on specific life themes (such as leadership, psychology, parenting) by changing up to six sentence starters to reflect the new theme; we are in the process of checking the psychometric properties of these modified inventories, and will publish those results when complete. 4) We are engaged in research using artificial intelligence to automatically score the Sentence Completion Test so that this type of developmental assessment can be utilized on a sizeable scale for organization-wide and population studies too expensive to score by hand (as mentioned in Murray, 2017). 5) Several PhD and graduate students are using (or have used) the STAGES model in research on various aspects of human development, and these studies might inform the validity of the STAGES model and lead to new discoveries about development.
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6) The fact that STAGES is based on a domain-independent model of language structure (as opposed to being exemplar-based) allows us to explore scoring text other than stem completions of Loevinger-style inventories. We have begun to experiment with scoring other types of text, for example, news articles, speeches, books, and social networking posts for developmental levels. In such works, it is the text (written performance) that is being scored and not an individual. This work is exciting but very preliminary 7) With the aid of our statisticians, we are re-evaluating the Ogive cutoff method that has traditionally been used to aggregate the scores of the 36 sentence stems to produce the center of gravity score. We are investigating whether more modern statistical methods including Rasch analysis (Rasch, 1980; Bond and Fox, 2001 ) will yield more reliable total scores (or sub-scores).
Research involving human participants
This study was reviewed by the Western Institutional Review Board and declared exempt under these citations: "We believe that the research fits the above exemption criteria. The aspect of the research where subjects will be completing the Sentence Completion Test, levels 10-12, is exempt under b(2) and the rescoring of existing sentence completion tests, levels 1-9, is exempt under b(4)."
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The original Loevinger manual provided practice for people to learn to score by themselves without a training class. The later scoring versions of the Loevinger test, including the Cook-Greuter approach (with higher stages incorporated), like the STAGES model requires taking an extensive scoring class to learn accurate scoring because scoring the later stages takes more training. Certified scoring usually requires the scorer to be aware of their own developmental level and to post inter-rater discussion emails to the scoring community on completions that they find difficult.
O'Fallon, due to the focus of her own research studies and the nature of her organization's consulting work, had a higher number of very late stage inventories than did Cook-Greuter in her research data set. For refinement and triangulation of evidence supporting her definitions of late stage development, O'Fallon also studied late stage descriptions of scholar-adepts and sages including Sri Aurobindo (Aurobindo, 1992 (Aurobindo, , 2000 . Thus, though direct comparison of the two systems at these higher stages is difficult, O'Fallon believes that, as additional late stage data is obtained for both models, her system which divides these later level responses into four stages vs. two provides more refined distinctions of human development in this territory. As we discuss in the conclusion, for the MetAware Tier, it is not clear yet whether, from a theoretical stance, the two models have different ways of pointing to the same developmental territory or whether they diverge by referring to different territories. Table 5 shows a more detailed summary of alignment between the two scoring systems by level. This table was constructed by appending data sets with the scores given by all four STAGES scorers for the 73 inventories in the Tier 1-2 study. (As a reminder each inventory was scored by three of the four scores, with Scorer 1 scoring all 73 inventories.) The total number of inventory scores is 218 across the four scorers, or 73 þ 48þ47 þ 50. Also note that there are 7 CG/L column categories, and 8 STAGES row categories. This is because the data set used in the Tier 1-2 study was determined by the CG/L score being "5" or lower [ ¼ 4.5 or lower in STAGES], while there were some cases [4] where an inventory scored as "5" in CG/L was scored as a "5.0" in STAGES scoring.) Table 5 . By-stage agreement between STAGES and CG/L scoring.
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